Together we snuggle while we watch this rectangle, but the thing that controls it is where you should angle.

You think you're pretty smart, and yes it is true. But where is the place you last saw your right shoe?

Is it up, is it down, is it here, is it there? Is it big, is it small, or is it under there?

I say OUCH when I fall down, and I cry sometimes, too. When you cut your finger what does Mom get for you?

Balloons might float if you don't hold them tight. The thing that you need is where my head goes at night.

You can't eat turtles for breakfast, no-no! But if shells seem delicious, you know where to go.

SUNNY DAY FAMILY
I once ate a hot dog all covered in pickles. Now look for the place where I keep all my nickels.

Your Mom has hair on her head, and I see you do, too. The thing both heads use will have your next clue.

Oh my goodness, oh gracious, you’re really a champ. I wonder what’s hiding by the living room lamp.

Your last clue is this, and then we’re all done. Hug the person who made this and say you had fun!
Indoor Scavenger Hunt Instructions

(Hand this clue to your kids to start the game)
Together we snuggle while we watch this rectangle, but the thing that controls it is where you should angle.

(Tape this clue to the back of the remote.)
You think you’re pretty smart, & yes it is true. But where is the place you last saw your right shoe?

(Put the next clue inside their shoe.)
Is it up, is it down, is it here, is it there? Is it big, is it small, or is it under there?

(When they say “under where”, tell them to search their underwear drawer for this clue.)
I say OUCH when I fall down, and I cry sometimes, too. When you cut your finger what does Mom get for you?

(A bandaid. Put the box on the bathroom counter with the next clue inside.)
Balloons might float if you don’t hold them tight. The thing that you need is where my head goes at night.

(This clue will be under the pillow on your bed.)
You can’t eat turtles for breakfast, no-no! But if shells seem delicious, you know where to go.

(Put this clue near the eggs.)
I once ate a hot dog all covered in pickles. Now look for the place where I keep all my nickels.

(This clue goes in your purse, wallet, or change jar)
Your Mom has hair on her head, and I see you do, too. The thing both heads use will have your next clue.

(Tape this clue to a hairbrush in the drawer where it’s kept.)
Oh my goodness, oh gracious, you’re really a champ. I wonder what’s hiding by the living room lamp.

(Put the last clue next to a lamp.)
Your last clue is this, and then we’re all done. Hug the person who made this and say you had fun!

Have a gift at the end of the game everyone can enjoy together!

Use the blank cards to create your own clues too! Have fun!